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The Crystalline 6th Dimension
What can you tell me about the crystalline 6th dimension?
“Alright Beautiful One, we will discuss the issues of the dimensions above first. The
Grand Creator, the Essence of all Beings in its Light frequency and Light form created this
consciousness to explore individual components. What we will do is talk about the souls of
yourself and souls of all life existence, when that did and does occur for it is a constant
occurrence. Then it must be what you would call downloaded, from the Light explore to the
interaction of the highest creator forms. Then it expels its self from the Oneness into its
multiness. From there it will walk its self right into your matrix of individuality. Therefore, you
are a matrix, the stones are a matrix, animals are a matrix, dynamics of everything you create
on the earth and are creating through the galaxies already exist in this 6 th dimension as
formations that you may call matrixes. So now we will use another language with that. In your
human world if you are going to build a building you have an architect design it. To create how
it will look in what you call the first structure. Then you will bring it into a picture form of its
finality. So you may look in your 6th dimension as though you are looking at the architect’s
choice design the great architecture’s design of all existence. So Beautiful One if you want to
know how the pencils are shaped you will see the design in the 6 th dimension from its matrix
not from its finished product. If you want to see that which is called the perfection of your own
body you will journey into the 6th dimension and you will see an entire matrix. Not just your
physical body but the make-up of your whole self which is mind and emotions as well, is it not?
Again and again you may utilize that concept for all existence.”
“So in your 6th dimension you will find the pure matrix and it looks like geometrical
designs to your inner eye and your brain waves when you are inter-connecting with it. Does
that help you?”
Yes it does!

“And again we will say you can come into a meditation time with an intention. Your
intention is to make your way into the 6th dimension to make expansions of your consciousness
journey into the 6th dimension. You may say unto this vibration ‘I desire to see the architecture
of all living experience.’ As well you may say ‘Let me see the architecture of me and allow
yourself to see that.’”
How fascinating, Thank you Malachi.

Opening The Doorway To The Crystalline 6th Dimension
Can you assist me in being able to absorb and enhance my energy and my Light quotient
so I am able to rise into the newly opened frequency doorway of the crystalline 6 th dimension?
“Alright, Beautiful One, we would like to tell you to shed. What do we mean by that?
Well shed the beliefs, shed the attitudes that you cannot. Shed all the strenuous energies
around you, that is people, that is life events then you allow yourself to be what is called the
Single Light. Within that what do you suspect will happen?”
I will be able to open the doorway!
“Indeed, indeed.”
It is letting go!
Indeed it is. That is the Greatest Secret!”
So we just sit down in meditation and ask for that right?
“Indeed. It is quite simple the doubting of the human mind wants to make it very
complex because if you make it very complex you believe it is greater, better and you are there.
Remember to make it Simple! All things of Spirit are Simple!”
Thank you, Malachi.

Your Soul Song and the 6th Dimension
Does my soul song resonate to the mid-forth dimension and above yet?
“Indeed it does Beautiful One, we can see it even unto the 6th dimension.”
Oh that is exciting! Is it true that there are Light pyramids that are attuned to
everyone’s different soul songs on the 6th dimension?

“In the 6th dimension we call them the matrix. Here in the 6th dimension is the matrix of
all things and all existence. Here you may call it the soul song. For your own self and the
personal incarnation you have and matrix for other incarnations that you have experienced. All
of them are Light Matrixes and yes, when there is a tonality of it then it is seen as structures,
individual Light structures within the 6th dimension.”
I am trying to figure out a way by using my soul song that you have given to me and
merging it with a pyramid on the 6th dimension that would allow me to download within my
crystal bed in the back of my head some higher wisdom. Is that appropriate?
“It is appropriate and here you will say to yourself: ‘Then I will make the journey
through the dimensions and will connect into the 6th dimension frequencies.’ You will see
that it is called the Sacred Geometrical Shapes here and you will call upon that of your Soul
Song vibration. You understand?”
They will know them?
“Indeed, you simply will request for yourself to know it in the 6th dimension.”
Ok, would it assist me to have the recording of my soul song playing?
“Indeed it would. We will say unto you, to all of you, blend, blend into the vibrations of
the matrix. Feel it within yourself and you will activate it very clearly, then into your personal
incarnation.”
Perfect. So on the 6th dimension, is it more crystalline and are any of the colors more
predominate than others or more sparkly?
“Well Beautiful One there are a variety of colors for each matrix, each with its own
multi-colors within it.”
Thank you, Malachi.

